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Enthusiastic employees far out-produce and outperform the average workforce:they step up to do
the hard, even 'impossible' jobs. Most people are enthusiastic when they're hired: hopeful, ready to
work hard, eager to contribute. What happens? Management, that's what. The authors tell you
what managers do wrong, and what they need to do instead. It's about giving workers what they
want most, summarized in the Three-Factor Theory: to be treated fairly; to feel proud of their work
and organizations; and to experience camaraderie. Sounds simple, but every manager knows how
tough it can be. Nostrums, fads, and quick and easy solutions have abounded in the management
literature, but swiftly go out of style when they fail to meet the test in the workplace. The authors
provide research-grounded answers to crucial questions such as: Which leadership and management
practices can have the greatest positive performance impact? What does employee satisfaction really
mean? What's the relationship between employee satisfaction, customer loyalty, and profit? Sirota
and his colleagues detail exactly how to create an environment where enthusiasm flourishes and
businesses grow.

Reviews of the The Enthusiastic Employee by Louis A.
Mischkind,Michael Irwin Meltzer,David Sirota
BORZOTA
Great book! As a long time manager and executive, I kept saying, yes, yes! Looking at the
quantitative research findings validated much of my thinking about people, organizations and
leadership.
It helps sort out what is important for leadership of an organization. A great read for anyone in
leadership.
I couldn't put it down once I got started.
Trash Obsession
Many books in the "Good to Great" or "Built to Last" genre provide great qualitative insights, as does
The Enthusiastic Employee. What The Enthusiastic Employee adds is quantitative data from all the
companies the authors have studied over the years AND the perspective of typical workers. There
are also some great chapters with practical tools, for example Chapter 4 on Compensation. Concepts
like "Gainsharing" should get more attention in corporate America. I think any executive reading this
book would be able to improve morale at his/her company.
When is word going to get out about this book to hard workers
everywhere? I am sure that they would enjoy hearing from the authors.
BeatHoWin
Highly valuable, practical information....backed by research-based evidence.
I've added it to my "must-read" list for our managers.
Innadril
the ebook implementation is very frustrating - no chapter markings, no links from the table of
contents, no easy way to navigate.
But definitely a book worth reading.
Error parents
If you are in management or HR or have employees of any sort, including by independent contract,
get this book and follow its advice. It is worth its weight in gold, but fortunately you don't have to
pay that much for it.
This is the bible of common sense management of human motivation and performance. It is also the
bible of scientific study of common sense management of human motivation and performance. It

contains the relevant results of 30 years worth of meticulously researched materials produced by
members of Sirota Consulting where the authors are senior staff. (David Sirota is the founder.)
The book contains very little that anyone familiar with the literature in the field will find new. In fact,
most reputable management consultants have told their clients most of the same things for many,
many years: (1) Ask your employees what the want. They will tell you the truth and it will be
reasonable. (2) Employees want to be treated fairly, including in compensation -- and fair means fair,
not extrordinary. (3) Employees want the opportunity to perform well and achieve something
meaningful (really!) (4) Employees want to work with others who share their basic values and with
whom they can comfortably interact and cooperate -- there is an important social element in the
workplace.
Sirota and his co-authors build on those basic concepts. They tell you about those concepts in full,
rich detail. You will understand that what they are saying is valid and why it is valid. They tell you
the specific practical applications of the information and insights they give you. You know exactly
what to do in your job to put their information to work. They show you how applying their methods
motivates, improves performance, makes management easier, even fun and makes your company
more profitable.
They show you how to make your employees raving fans of your company.
Mash
David Sirota is founder and Chairman Emeritus, Louis A. Mischkind is Senior Vice-President, and
Michael Meltzer is Managing Director and General Counsel at Sirota Consulting. All authors have
impressive credentials to their names, ranging from doctorates through to directorships at IBM. This
review is slightly longer than my usual ones.
This 2005-hardcover version is split up in 5 parts, consisting of 1-to-4 chapters each. There are also
5 proper appendices, which contain the statistical evidence for the claims made in the book by the
authors. In the extensive introduction the authors discuss the background, research and set up of
the book.
The first part of the book - Worker Motivation, Morale, and Performance - consists of 2 chapters. In
the first chapter the authors assert that there are three primary sets of goals at work: Equity,
achievement, and camaraderie. They term these "our Three Factor Theory of Human Motivation in
the Workplace" and maintain that "these three sets of goals characterize what the overwhelming
majority of workers want." In the second chapter the authors ask the question: "what does employee
enthusiasm have to do with business success?" The authors believe that higher morale of their
workers is one of the key characteristics of companies that have experienced long-term success. The
term `enthusiastic' is introduced in order to elevate superior overall satisfaction scores, since they
are just more than moderately satisfied, and organizations with enthusiastic employees are much
higher performing organizations than the rest.
The second part of the book - Enthusiastic Workforces, Motivated by Fair Treatment - consists of 3
chapters and discusses the first of the Three Factor Theory, the concept of equity. In the first
chapter of this part the authors tackle the issue of job security which "is a defining characteristic [of
a company] because a decision to lay off people sends a message to the workforce about the way the
company views its people: assets or as costs (necessary evils)." In the second chapter the authors
discuss compensation, which is also extraordinarily important for worker morale and performance.
There is a short piece on money as seen from a worker's and an employer's perspective. The final
chapter of this part discusses respect, which is the major non-financial component of equity. The
kind of respect the authors have in mind is "from a sense of the intrinsic worth of human beings - all

human beings." Equality through the treatment of each individual is at the heart of respect, but the
core issue is how higher income and power level individuals treat individuals at lower levels.
Part III - Enthusiastic Workforces, Motivated by Achievement consists of 4 chapters and discusses
the second of the Three Factor Theory, the concept of achievement. The authors discuss a critical
condition for employee enthusiasm, which is a clear, credible, and inspiring organizational purpose,
or a "reason for being there". There is an important piece on translating words into deeds, whereby
discuss 3 reasons for not implementing formal purpose/mission/vision/values statements. The second
chapter discusses the business practices that enable people to get their jobs done well. "A high
degree of perceived effectiveness is a condition for worker enthusiasm. The third chapter deals with
the concept of job satisfaction, or what people feel about the nature of work itself. Surveys
surprisingly indicate that most people like their jobs, while only a minority is dissatisfied with their
jobs. This is based on the fact that people will continue doing jobs that they do well, or, as the author
explain, "few people volunteer to fail." However, a large number of employees still end up in jobs
they dislike. One reason for this is job choice, especially in initial choices. Another reason is that
people get stuck in a job, often for financial reasons. The final chapter on the concept of
achievement focuses on the external sources of satisfaction, the sense of achievement and
accomplishment that comes from the opinions of others. The data from the authors suggests that
many managers have trouble giving good, constructive feedback. The authors believe that
performance feedback is a vehicle for guidance, evaluation, recognition, reward, and direction. Each
of these five aspects and outcomes of feedback are discussed in detail, including giving some good
advice on giving guidance and dealing with unsatisfactory performance.
The fourth part of the book - Enthusiastic Workforces, Motivated by Camaraderie - which consists of
only 1 chapter and discusses the third and final of the Three Factory Theory, the concept of
camaraderie. "The quality of social relationships in the workplace - its `social capital' - ... are critical
for effective performance and, therefore, for a sense of achievement in one's work." There is a short
look back to the human relations school, first introduced by Elton Mayo during the 1930s-1940s,
followed by a discussion whether we are doing any better now. They turn to socializing at work.
"Although employees derive pleasure from associating with others ... their greatest satisfaction
comes from interacting as a team on the job in the service of common performance goals. That is a
tremendous source of morale for employees." And they eventually conclude that "cooperation - not
job descriptions, not organization charts, not formal procedures - is the glue that binds the parts of
the organization." There is also good guidance on building partnerships between work units, which
are typically not as good as partnerships within work units.
The fifth and final part of this book - Bringing It All Together - consists of 2 chapters. In the first
chapter the authors aim to provide guidance on how to think of the components of an organization
as a system, which is governed by an organization culture. The authors identify the 12 hallmarks of a
successful partnership. In addition, they also describe the three major organization types transactional, paternalistic, and adversarial. "The partnership concept is powerful. It can be applied
to the relationships of an organization with all its key constituencies." The title of the final chapter of
this book is self-explanatory - Translating Partnership Theory into Partnership Practice. It aims for "a
more comprehensive statement of a process for advancing an organization toward a partnership
culture." Before the authors outline a very useful 9-step action process, they accentuate "that action
must begin with, and be sustained by, senior management." Last, but not least, the authors
introduce 9 questions that each addresses a recommended step for introducing partnership.
Yes, I do like this book. It introduces a Three Factor Theory of Human Motivation in the Workplace,
which needs to be translated into The Partnership Organization. The theory is well translated into a
practical process. In accordance with conclusions of recent research by others, the partnership

organization is also built on three `softer factors'. I particularly like the last chapter, which really
combines the book well and translates it into 9 useful steps which should be used as a checklist by
managers. I believe that this book is a useful addition to other research into high-performance
organizations, such as Tom Peters & Robert Waterman (In Search of Excellence, 1982), Jim Collins
& Jerry Porras (Built to Last, 1994), Jim Collins (Good to Great, 2001). I must admit that the amount
of research, data and surveys by the authors is mindblowing and is well covered in the appendices.
Recommended to all people interested in management and successful organizations.
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